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Abstract

To achieve a high performance level during ground operations, the
lateral dynamics of an aircraft must be controlled using all available
actuators (rudder, nose-wheel steering system, engines and brakes) and
under various constraints, which gives rise to a challenging allocation
problem. To address this issue, a simple yet accurate design-oriented
on-ground aircraft model is first developed. It takes into account the
effects of aerodynamics, thrust and tire-ground interactions, both lat-
erally and longitudinally, and for several runway states. It is validated
on a high-fidelity Airbus simulator and a complete set of numerical val-
ues representative of a commercial aircraft is given, as well as design
objectives, so as to provide the control community with a challenging
benchmark. After an extensive literature review and an evaluation
of the pros and cons of many existing control allocation techniques,
a novel and easily implementable algorithm is then developed, which
meets actuator and implementation constraints. It automatically man-
ages the trade-off between two antagonistic objectives, namely mini-
mizing the control effort and attaining the maximum virtual control.
Its validation on both the design-oriented model and the high-fidelity
simulator shows promising results.

Keywords: on-ground aircraft modeling, ground control architecture, con-
trol allocation, Monte Carlo-based validation.

1 Introduction

Many airborne phases of commercial flights have been automated with the
development of fly-by-wire solutions [1]. However, after touchdown, the mo-
tion of the aircraft is usually controlled manually by the pilot using throttle
levers, rudder pedals, tillers and brake pedals. This is especially demanding
in adverse conditions such as contaminated runways and severe crosswinds.
Following a study carried out by the International Civil Aviation Organiza-
tion, the count of runway excursions has not decreased over the last 20 years
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[2]. The main factors, analyzed in [3], are mainly due to wet/contaminated
runways, crosswinds and nose-wheel steering (NWS) problems. Neverthe-
less, automation is possible under constraining ground infrastructure and
operational requirements.

Therefore, there is a strong motivation to develop enhanced control al-
location algorithms able to manage multiple devices with different charac-
teristics. But at present, solutions are rare and often only partial. Several
design strategies have been proposed to control the aircraft using the NWS
system only, or less frequently with the rudder as well (see e.g. [4, 5, 6]).
A lot of progress has also been made in the longitudinal energy manage-
ment and control [7, 8], such as the Brake To Vacate function developed by
Airbus [9]. But one of the most challenging on-ground control problems –
which currently lacks a satisfactory solution – occurs at intermediate speed
between 40 and 80 knots (kt), where the rudder and the NWS system are
less efficient. The main objective is to ensure that the lateral deviation with
respect to the runway centerline remains acceptable despite wind, varying
runway state and comfort constraints. Achieving good performance dur-
ing this worst-case scenario makes it necessary to use differential braking
in addition to classical control devices (rudder and NWS system). But on
the other hand, brakes should only be used sparingly to avoid a deterio-
ration in braking performance and an increase in ground holding time for
maintenance or cooling purposes.

In this context, the contribution of this paper is threefold. An accu-
rate on-ground aircraft model of tractable complexity is first developed to
address various control issues such as runway centerline tracking. A thor-
ough comparison of the most relevant control allocation techniques (see e.g.
[10, 11]) is then presented, based on a realistic worst-case landing scenario
initially proposed in [12]. A novel allocation technique is finally introduced
to solve the aforementioned allocation problem. It takes advantage of the
implementation ease of the pseudo-inverse, smartly manages the trade-off
between minimizing actuators use and attaining maximum virtual control,
and allows the simultaneous saturation of the actuators, which is desirable
for efficient failure recovery. The proposed aircraft model and allocation
technique are both validated on a high-fidelity Airbus simulator by means
of intensive Monte Carlo type simulations.

The paper is organized as follows. The control objectives are stated in
Section 2. The on-ground aircraft model is thoroughly described in Section 3
and an overview of the whole control architecture is briefly presented in
Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to the control allocation review, and the
novel algorithm is developed in Section 6. Detailed numerical results are
finally presented in Section 7.
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2 Control Objectives

The main objective is to develop a control architecture for the lateral control
of an on-ground aircraft, which minimizes the lateral deviation with respect
to the runway centerline during the deceleration phase despite external dis-
turbances such as wind and varying runway state. Currently implemented
solutions only make use of the rudder and the NWS system. In order to use
both actuators efficiently, it is desirable that they reach saturation almost
simultaneously to allow efficient recovery in case of failure. Indeed, hav-
ing a failed actuator at maximum deflection and the other one at smaller
deflection requires more time to recover, which can be critical.

Moreover, there is a need to extend the operational domain, taking into
account demanding scenarios and failure cases through the smart use of dif-
ferential braking. Regulations require aircraft brakes to be able to handle a
rejected or aborted takeoff at any moment prior to the plane reaching a de-
cision speed. To make this possible, the brakes should not exceed a specified
temperature before engaging a takeoff, so as to avoid a subsequent perfor-
mance degradation or a fire breakout in the main landing gear bays. More-
over, research has shown that the number of brake applications contributes
more to carbon brake wear than the intensity of each application [13]. So
the minimization of differential braking is a strong industrial requirement to
reduce the likelihood of brake wear and overheating, and therefore delayed
departures. This is of utmost importance after ensuring the safety of the
aircraft.

3 Aircraft Modeling

Most existing design-oriented on-ground aircraft models only focus on the
lateral behavior [5, 14, 6]. A few others consider both the lateral and the
longitudinal motions, but the coupling effects due to the tire-road interac-
tions are either not discussed or incomplete [15, 16, 17, 14]. Moreover, the
operational domain is often limited to taxiing [5], and if higher speed is
considered, only the rudder is usually taken into account in addition to the
NWS system [15, 6].

To go one step further and take into account the constraints set out in
Section 2, a 3 degree-of-freedom (DOF) model was recently introduced in
[18]. Both the longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic effects and the tire-
ground interactions are included, as well as simple dependencies on the
vertical load and the runway state. Moreover, all actuators of interest (NWS
system, rudder, engines and brakes) are modeled, including their dynamics
and limitations. An intensive validation process revealed that this model is
usually very accurate, except when the anti-skid system is active, in which
case the proposed pseudo-decoupling of the ground forces is arguable. To
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address this issue, this paper improves the work of [18] by introducing a
better model of the coupled longitudinal and lateral ground forces, at the
price of a very reasonable increase in complexity.

3.1 Simplifying Assumptions and General Equations

The model described here is representative of an aircraft on the ground
during the roll-out phase, where the objective is to decelerate while keeping
a straight trajectory on the runway. The following assumptions are made to
simplify the general nonlinear equations of motion recalled in [18], yielding
a model of tractable complexity adapted for control design:

(A1) Tricycle configuration.
(A2) Planar motion, i.e. negligible roll, pitch and vertical speed.
(A3) Small tire sideslip and nose-wheel deflection angles, thus setting a
speed lower bound of 40 kt.
(A4) Linearized expressions for the aerodynamic effects, implying a small
aerodynamic sideslip angle and a maximum crosswind of 10 kt in the ~xb ~yb
plane (see Figure 1), and setting a speed upper bound of 100 kt.
(A5) Velocity of each main landing gear wheels center equal to that of its
normal projection on the aircraft plane of symmetry.
(A6) Forward engines thrust (no reverse) aligned with the fuselage axis ~xb.

Most commercial aircraft have three landing gears. Moreover, all tires of
a given landing gear experience roughly the same normal load, sideslip angle,
braking torque and runway state. Thus, they can reasonably be reduced to
a single point, which validates (A1). Then, most runways being relatively
flat, the aircraft and the shock absorbers being highly rigid, and this paper
focusing on runway centerline tracking (no strong lateral maneuvers), the
aircraft motion can be considered as planar, as assumed in (A2). During
roll-out, the aircraft leaves the runway at around 40 kt, which justifies the
lower bound on the longitudinal velocity Vx in (A3). In practice, while on
the runway, the lateral velocity and the yaw rate do not exceed VyMAX = 1
m/s and rMAX = 10 deg/s respectively. Moreover, the nose-wheel deflection
θNW is typically below 6 deg to prevent breakage. Consequently, the tire
sideslip angles attain a maximum value of roughly 5 deg as can be checked
with (7a) and (7b), which completely validates (A3). Using linearized ex-
pressions for the aerodynamic effects is a common practice given that the
aerodynamic configuration is fixed and the aerodynamic sideslip angle β re-
mains small enough, typically below 17 deg for the considered application.
Given the aforementioned bounds on Vx and Vy, this leads to a maximum
horizontal crosswind of 10 kt. Furthermore, the ground spoilers being de-
ployed at around 100 kt, this sets an upper bound on Vx, which concludes
the justification of (A4). Then, it can be checked that rDyMG is at most
equal to 3% of Vx and can be neglected in the denominator of (7b), thus
leading to the same expression for the left and right tire sideslip angles, and
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validating (A5). Finally, reversers are not considered here as this would af-
fect the aerodynamic model due to the modified airflow on the aerodynamic
surfaces. Furthermore, on commercial aircraft, the orientation difference be-
tween the thrust direction and the fuselage axis is negligible, hence justifying
(A6).

Remark 1. These assumptions remain valid during the take-off phase, and
the speed range can even be increased. The model is indeed accurate as soon
as the aircraft is aligned on the runway up to the take-off speed since the
aerodynamic configuration remains constant.

Remark 2. The validity domain of the model may seem narrow, particularly
concerning the wind disturbance. In reality, the bound of 10 kt introduced
in (A4) is tight when Vx = 40 kt but could be increased linearly with Vx to
reach a value of 30 kt at Vx = 100 kt, so (A4) could be slightly alleviated.
Anyway, the control laws developed under the proposed assumptions perform
very well on a much wider operational domain, as shown in Subsection 7.3.

Thanks to assumption (A2), the 3 DOF body motion can be described
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Figure 1: Body reference system Rb and aircraft geometry
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in the reference system Rb by:

V̇x = Fx/m+ r Vy
V̇y = Fy/m− r Vx
ṙ = Mr/Izz
ψ̇ = r

(1)

where Vx, Vy, r,m, Izz and ψ are the longitudinal and lateral velocities, the
yaw rate, the aircraft mass, the inertia around the ~zb axis, and the aircraft
heading respectively. There is no roll and pitch, so the weight does not
appear in (1). Therefore, the longitudinal and lateral forces Fx = ΣFxi and
Fy = ΣFyi, and the yawing moment Mr = ΣMri, are each written as the
sum of 3 terms, where i denotes engines thrust (eng), aerodynamic effects
(a) or ground reaction (g).

According to (A6), the engines thrust and moment can be expressed as
follows:

Fxeng = TengL + TengR
Fyeng = 0

Mreng = Dyeng(TengL − TengR)

(2)

where TengL , TengR and Dyeng denote the thrust of the left and right engines,
and the lateral distance between the center of gravity G and the engines
respectively.

The aerodynamic velocity ~Va in Rb is defined as:

~Va = ~V − ~W = [Vax Vay 0]T (3)

since the wind disturbance ~W = [Wx Wy 0]T is in the ~xb ~yb plane and
~V = [Vx Vy 0]T according to assumptions (A4) and (A2) respectively. As-
sumption (A4) then allows to considered linearized aerodynamic effects at
the aerodynamic center A [19]:

Fxa = qdSCx0

Fya = qdS

(
Cyβ β + Cyr

r c

Va
+ Cyδr δr

)
Mra = qdSc

(
Cnβ β + Cnr

r c

Va
+ Cnδr δr

)
Fza = qdSCz0

(4)

where Va is the Euclidean norm of ~Va, while qd =
1

2
ρVa

2 and S are the

dynamic pressure and the reference surface respectively. In addition, Cx0,
Cyj , Cnj and Cz0 refer to the drag, lateral, yaw and lift stability deriva-
tives, and j denotes the effect due to the aerodynamic sideslip angle β =
arctan (Vay/Vax) (approximated by Vay/Vax under assumption (A4)), the
yaw rate r or the rudder deflection δr. Note that the angle of attack is zero
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since Vz = Wz = Vaz = 0, which explains why the drag and lift coefficients
are constant.

Finally, the ground reaction model is significantly more complicated and
is detailed in Section 3.2 below.

3.2 Contact Force Model

As shown in Figure 2b, a tire in motion is subject to normal reaction Fzk ,
rolling resistance Frk and slip forces Fsxk and Fsyk , the latter arising from
the presence of longitudinal and lateral slip between the contact patch and
the ground. These forces act at the points Pk and are expressed in the
wheel reference systems Rk, where k refers to the nose-wheel (NW ) or the
left (resp. right) main landing gear (MGL (resp. MGR)), according to
assumption (A1). Note that the nose-wheel is a free rolling wheel (i.e.
neither driven nor braked), so the longitudinal slip force FsxNW is equal to
0.

Normal Reaction The forces Frk , Fsxk and Fsyk depend on the normal
reaction Fzk. Thanks to assumption (A2), the latter is the same for both
main landing gears. Therefore, moment balances around the ~yb axis at the
nose and main landing gear wheels yield:

FzNW =
mgDxMG − Fza (DxMG − c (cA − cG))

DxNW +DxMG

FzMGR = FzMGL =
1

2

mgDxNW − Fza (DxNW + c (cA − cG))

DxNW +DxMG

(5)

where DxNW and DxMG are positive distances shown in Figure 1, and g is
the standard gravity. The origin Ob of Rb is chosen to be the start position
of the mean aerodynamic chord c. Thus, the weight and the aerodynamic
effects act at the points G and A located along ~xb respectively, whose x-
coordinates are XG = −cG c and XA = −cA c, cG and cA being positive
dimensionless coefficients. Note that the normal reaction forces are defined
positive along the −~zb axis.

Rolling Resistance Rolling resistance arises due to the hysteresis of rub-
ber during deformation of the tire and is considered as proportional to Fzk .
Other models exist where the rolling friction coefficient µr is function of
powers of the longitudinal speed [20, 21], pressure and other parameters,
but they are not considered here for the sake of simplicity. In this study,
the rolling resistance Frk is indeed negligible compared to the thrust and
braking forces during take-off and roll-out respectively. It acts backwards
along the −~xk axis as shown in Figure 2b and is given by:

Frk = µrFzk (6)
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where µr = µ̄µrMAX depends on the characteristics of the surface in contact
with the wheels. The relative friction coefficient µ̄ depends on the runway
state. It is typically equal to 1 for dry, 0.74 for wet and 0.29 for snowy
runways. µrMAX is the maximum rolling friction coefficient for a dry runway.

Tire Sideslip Angles The lateral slip forces Fsyk do not only depend on
normal reaction, but they are also function of the tire sideslip angles βk,
which can be computed as in [22]:

βNW =︸︷︷︸
(A3)

Vy + r DxNW
Vx

− θNW (7a)

βMGR =︸︷︷︸
(A5)

βMGL =︸︷︷︸
(A5)

βMG =︸︷︷︸
(A3)

Vy − r DxMG

Vx (7b)

In contrast to [18], βMGR and βMGL are no longer equal to βG = Vy/Vx,
which improves accuracy for large aircraft.

Contact Force Model A simplified lateral slip force model is proposed
in [15]:

Fsyk = − Ntk sat[µ̄ FsyMAXk ] (Gykβk) (8)

where the saturation operator is defined as sat[F ](x) = x if |x| < F and
sat[F ](x) = F otherwise, and the saturation level µ̄ FsyMAXk depends on the
runway state and the maximum lateral force FsyMAXk (for a dry runway).

Ntk denotes the number of tires, and the cornering gain Gyk =
∂Fsyk

∂βk

∣∣∣
βk=0

is

computed for a mean value of the normal reaction. No explicit dependency
of Gyk on Fzk is considered in [15], but an uncertainty is introduced on
Gyk , whose bounds are determined thanks to extensive simulations. This is
illustrated in Figure 3, where the nominal model (8) is shown by the green
dashed line, while the bounds on the uncertain cornering gain are displayed
by the brown dot-dashed lines.

Based on [15], an improved model is proposed in this paper, which ac-
counts for combined slip, runway state and normal load variation. The

combined longitudinal and lateral slip force Fsk =
√
F 2
sxk

+ F 2
syk

generated

by an isotropic tire, under non-zero longitudinal slip and sideslip, cannot ex-
ceed µFzk [23], where µ = µ̄µMAX denotes the tire-road friction coefficient
and µMAX its maximum value (corresponding to a dry runway). Therefore,
the maximum force boundary can be represented by the orange circle in
Figure 2a. But the considered operational conditions allow to simplify this
coupling between Fsxk and Fsyk . Indeed, the sideslip angle βk remains small
during the roll-out phase, typically less than 5 degrees in practice. More-
over, the anti-skid system ensures that the longitudinal slip force does not
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exceed ηASµFzk , where ηAS denotes the anti-skid efficiency. In other words,
it prevents the longitudinal slip ratio from becoming too large, and the op-
timal slip corresponding to the maximum longitudinal slip force cannot be
reached. In this context, it can be reasonably assumed that the resultant of
the slip forces lies inside the orange area instead of the orange circle in Fig-
ure 2a, where the longitudinal and lateral maximum forces are represented
in green and blue respectively. The following model is then assumed:

Fsxk = sat[ηAS µ̄ µMAXFzk ]

(
Ntk Tbrkk

Re

)
(9)

Fsyk = −
√

(µ̄ µMAX Fzk)2 − Fsxk2 tanh

(
Kyk βk
µ̄ µMAX

)
(10)

where Re and Tbrkk correspond to the wheel effective radius and the braking
torque respectively (see Figure 2b), and Kyk is the reduced lateral cornering
gain. The latter is independent of speed in the operational domain but
depends on the runway state according to [24]:

Kyk =
KyMAXk

2
3 + 1

3µ̄

(11)

where KyMAXk denotes the reduced lateral cornering gain defined for a dry
runway.

Remark 3. Under a fixed braking torque, Fsxk should remain constant as
long as Vx is not null and the wheels keep rolling [20], which is the case
in (9). Moreover, Fsxk should normally increase in a relatively linear way,
reach a maximum value FsxMAXk and then decrease as Tbrkk increases. But
the anti-skid prevents the lock of the wheels and FsxMAXk is never reached
in practice. Therefore, the proposed model is accurate enough.

Remark 4. A first attempt to improve [15] was done in [18]: (a) a more
realistic longitudinal model was developed, (b) a pseudo-coupling between the
longitudinal and lateral forces was also proposed, whereas an a priori decou-
pling was performed in [15] and finally, (c) the normal load and the runway
state were explicitely considered in the cornering gain and the saturation
levels. The model in [18] is usually accurate, except during the anti-skid
system activation, where the pseudo-decoupling is arguable. This is why fur-
ther improvements are introduced in this paper: a more precise saturation
value based on the anti-skid system limitation for the longitudinal force, a
more precise time-varying longitudinal-lateral ground forces coupling, and
an approximation of the lateral force by the sigmoid function tanh, which
leads to a smoother and more realistic behavior than the saturation func-
tion used in [15] and [18]. To sum up, [18] can be seen as an intermediate
result between [15] and the model proposed in (9) and (10). The latter is
quite accurate up to moderate values of the slip angle βk, which is the case
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in the considered operational domain, even in the presence of combined slip.
Therefore, the admissible tire forces, defined by the orange area in Figure 2a,
now spans a larger area than in [18].

Under assumption (A3), sin θNW and cos θNW can be replaced with θNW
and 1 respectively. The total contact forces and moments at G are thus given
in Rb by:

Fxg = −FrNW
− FrMGR

− FrMGL
− FsyNW

θNW − FsxMGR
− FsxMGL (12a)

Fyg = −FrNW
θNW + FsyNW

+ FsyMGR
+ FsyMGL (12b)

Mrg = (FsyNW
− FrNW

θNW )DxNW − (FsyMGR
+ FsyMGL

)DxMG

+ (FsxMGR
+ FrMGR

)DyMG − (FsxMGL
+ FrMGL

)DyMG
(12c)

where DyMG denotes the lateral distance between G and the main landing
gears.

3.3 Actuators and Engines Models

Each engine is considered as quasi-static and approximated by a first or-
der dynamic model of nominal gain TengMAX and time constant τeng, with
position and rate limits Lpeng = [N1IDLE , N1MAX ] and Lreng [25]. The
position limit is due to mechanical stops of the throttle, further limited by
the operational domain between the Idle Forward and Take Off Go Around
positions:

τengṄ1k +N1k = N1kc
with

{
N1k ∈ Lpeng
|Ṅ1k | ≤ Lreng

(13a)

Tengk = N1kTengMAX (13b)

where N1k and N1kc
are the actual and the commanded engine throttle

settings respectively, and k ∈ {L,R}. In contrast to [18], asymmetric thrust
is now considered and the engines are commanded through throttle levers.

Each braking system is approximated by a first order dynamic model
of nominal gain Gbrk and time constant τbrk, with position and rate limits
Lpbrk and Lrbrk:

τbrkṖbrkk + Pbrkk = Pbrkkc with

{
0 ≤ Pbrkk ≤ Lpbrk
|Ṗbrkk | ≤ Lrbrk

(14)

where Pbrkk and Pbrkkc are the actual and the commanded braking pres-
sures respectively, and k ∈ {MGL,MGR}. Braking starts only if Pbrkk is
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above a threshold P0, so as to overcome the restoring force of springs lo-
cated between the brake discs and pistons. The produced braking torques
are thus obtained as:

Tbrkk = max (0, Gbrk (Pbrkk − P0)) (15)

The NWS (resp. the rudder) actuation system is approximated by a first
order dynamic model of unit gain and time constant τNW (resp. τδr), with
position and rate limits LpNW and LrNW (resp. Lpδr and Lrδr):

τNW θ̇NW + θNW = θNWc with

{
|θNW | ≤ LpNW
|θ̇NW | ≤ LrNW

(16)

τδr δ̇r + δr = δrc with

{
|δr| ≤ Lpδr
|δ̇r| ≤ Lrδr

(17)

where θNW and θNWc (resp. δr and δrc) are the actual and the commanded
nose-wheel (resp. rudder) deflections.

3.4 Model Summary

The entire model structure is shown in Figure 4a. The Actuators block con-
tains the engine models, as well as the NWS, braking and rudder actuator
models. The thrust, the aerodynamic effects and the contact forces are com-
puted in the Forces & Moments block, whose structure is detailed in Figure 4b.
To sum up, the model is composed of:

• 6 control inputs N1Lc , N1Rc , PbrkMGLc
, PbrkMGRc

, θNWc , δrc,

• 2 wind disturbances ~W = [Wx Wy 0]T ,

• the runway relative friction coefficient µ̄,

• 4 aircraft states (Vx, Vy, r, ψ) and 6 actuator states,

• 8 measured outputs Vx, Vy, r, ψ, ṙ, θNW , longitudinal and lateral load

factors Nx = − V̇x−r Vy
g and Ny = − V̇y+r Vx

g , which can be used by the
control laws.

Each sensor is represented by a first order filter of unit gain and time con-
stant τsensor, and a delay τdelay. A complete set of numerical values rep-
resentative of a commercial aircraft is provided in Table 1. Some of these
values are not known accurately, therefore a ±10% uncertainty on the sta-
bility derivatives, the cornering gains, and the runway state (impacted by
badly known external conditions), can be considered.
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Parameter Unit Typical value

m kg 60× 103

Izz kg.m2 3.70× 106

S m2 122

c m 4.2

cG / cA - 0.30 / 0.42

DxNW / DxMG / DyMG m 11.45 / 1.19 / 3.80

Cx0 / Cz0 - −0.090 / 0.905

Cyβ / Cnβ - −1.36 / 2.50

Cyr / Cnr - 3.69 / − 16.29

Cyδr / Cnδr - 0.34 / − 2.01

µrMAX / µMAX - 0.015 / 0.68

KyMAXNW
/ KyMAXMG

/rad 3.56 / 3.49

Re m 0.50

ηAS - 0.95

NtNW
= NtMGL

= NtMGR
= NtMG

- 2

τsensor / τdelay s 1× 10−3 / 5× 10−2

τeng / τbrk / τNW / τδr s 2 / 10−3 / 0.5 / 0.2

N1IDLE / N1MAX % 18 / 100

TengMAX N 150× 103

Lpbrk / P0 / LpbrkCA
bar 175 / 15 / 30

Lrbrk Pa/s 20× 105

Gbrk Nm/Pa 4× 10−3

LpNW / Lpδr / LpNWCA
/ LpδrCA

deg 74 / 30 / 6 / 30

LrNW / Lrδr deg/s 20 / 30

Table 1: Typical numerical values for a commercial aircraft

3.5 Model Validation

The proposed model is compared to a high-fidelity Airbus simulator in order
to assess the effectiveness of the contact force and actuators models. The
simulator has been developed for control laws validation purposes [26] and
is valid in the whole flight domain. Its inputs are sent through the cock-
pit control organs and the corresponding actuators orders are obtained by
kinematic relationships. These orders are then sent to the proposed aircraft
model. Furthermore, the linearized aerodynamic model has already been
validated in various studies [15, 4, 27] and is not validated again here: the
simulator aerodynamic forces and moments Fxa, Fya,Mra are directly fed
into the model.

The nose-wheel efficiency increases as the normal load on the tires be-
comes larger, i.e. at low speed. On the opposite, the rudder efficiency
increases as the aerodynamic effects become larger, i.e. at high speed. And
differential braking is interesting at medium speed (between 40 and 80 kt)
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to compensate for the reduced efficiency of the classical actuators. More-
over, the influence of slip forces strongly depends on the runway state, so
the nose-wheel behavior should also be validated on a low friction runway.
In this context, the three following maneuvers are considered to cover as
much as possible the entire operational domain. They correspond to usual
pilot actions during the roll-out phase with the engines at idle:

• Maneuver 1 : ±2 deg trapezoidal-doublet of the rudder pedal deflection
on a dry runway between 100 and 70 kt,

• Maneuver 2 : right then left 3 deg trapezoidal brake pedal deflection
on a wet runway between 80 and 50 kt,

• Maneuver 3 : ±4 deg trapezoidal-doublet of the hand-wheel on a snowy
runway between 60 and 40 kt.

Maneuver 2 is the one for which the differences between the simulator
and the model are the greatest. The associated time responses are shown
in Figure 5, where the vertical axes are normalized since they contain Airbus
proprietary data. The other maneuvers are shown in Appendix. A fitting
ratio between the simulator and the model is also calculated for each curve
and its minimum (i.e. worst) value for each of the three maneuvers is given
in Table 2:

Fitting ratio (%) =

(
1−

∫
(ysim − ymodel)2 dt∫

(ysim)2 dt

)
× 100 (18)

Maneuver 1 Maneuver 2 Maneuver 3
(high speed) (medium speed) (low speed)

Minimum
91.59% 90.25% 93.90%

fitting ratio

Table 2: Minimum fitting ratio for each maneuver

The lateral behavior of the proposed model is close to that of the high-
fidelity Airbus simulator over the entire operational domain. The main dif-
ferences in Figures 5, 13 and 14 are in the peak values, but they remain
quite reasonable. Hence, the proposed model is sufficiently representative of
the true aircraft to design ground control laws in the next sections.

4 Control Architecture Overview

Figure 6 shows the whole lateral ground control architecture. A body-axis
yaw rate command rc is first computed by the outer-loop guidance law G
to minimize the aircraft lateral deviation despite wind disturbances ~W and
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varying runway state µ̄. It can also be sent directly by the pilot based on
his perception of the aircraft motion. The inner-loop control law NDI then
generates a virtual yaw acceleration command ṙactc to be produced by the
actuators via the control allocation module CA. The latter finally outputs
the commanded actuator deflections and interacts with the longitudinal con-
troller KL for the brakes management.

Guidance Law The guidance law (G block) is given by:

rc = KY (Y0 − Yc) +KV yVy0 +KAyAy0 (19)

where Yc, Y0, Vy0 and Ay0 denote respectively the reference lateral distance
from the runway centerline (equal to zero here), and the actual lateral dis-
tance, velocity and acceleration in the runway reference system, given by
the navigation system (Nav block). In practice, the transfer function be-
tween Yc and Y0 is first computed. To do so, Vy0 and Ay0 are replaced in
the Laplace domain with sY0 and s2Y0 respectively, rc is replaced with the
yaw rate r as shown in (24), and r is finally connected to Y0 as follows:

s2Y0 =
Vx

1 + τys
r (20)

Equation (20) is obtained by setting V̇y = 0 in (1), i.e. by assuming that
the system has reached the steady state. Fy/m is then approximated by
Ay0, which leads to s2Y0 = r Vx, and the transient phase is considered
approximately by adding a first order filter with time constant τy. The
gains KY , KV y and KAy are finally computed by a modal approach so that
the transfer between Yc and Y0 is well-damped and sufficiently fast.

Yaw Rate Control Law The yaw angular acceleration can be written as
the sum of a control-independent acceleration ṙB and a control-dependent
acceleration ṙact:

ṙ = ṙB + ṙact (21)

The term ṙB includes the coupling between the lateral and longitudinal tire
forces, which allows the Yaw Rate Control Law to adapt to the longitudinal
behavior of the aircraft. Using a nonlinear dynamic inversion based ap-
proach [28], the closed-loop dynamics are imposed by forcing ṙ to be equal
to a desired value ṙM . This yields the following control law:

ṙactc = ṙM − ṙB (22)

ṙM = kdrc + ki
∫

(rc − r) + krr (23)

implemented in the NDI block, where the desired yaw rate rc is determined
by the guidance law or sent by the pilot. After a few manipulations, the
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following transfer function between rc and r is obtained:

r

rc
=

(1 + τrs)ω
2
r

s2 + 2ξrωrs+ ω2
r

(24)

where the frequency ωr, the damping ξr and the time constant τr depend on
the gains kd, ki and kr. The latter are finally tuned so that the closed-loop
system is fast and well-damped.

Control Allocator The number of control effectors being greater than
the number of controlled variables, an allocation algorithm (CA block)
is required to distribute ṙactc among the redundant set of actuators. It
produces the commanded nose-wheel and rudder deflections θNWc and δrc,
and the difference δPbrkc = PbrkMGRc

− PbrkMGLc
between the right and left

braking pressures.

Longitudinal Motion Management During the roll-out phase, the lon-
gitudinal motion manager (KL block) computes the commanded left and
right braking pressures PbrkMGLc

and PbrkMGRc
based on the pilot mean brak-

ing pressure command PbrkCOMc and the pressure difference δPbrkc provided
by the allocator:

PbrkMGLc
= PbrkCOMc − 0.5δPbrkc

PbrkMGRc
= PbrkCOMc + 0.5δPbrkc

(25)

A controller could be designed to adjust PbrkCOMc , so as to ensure that the
aircraft stops at a certain distance on the runway while respecting decel-
eration constraints (see e.g. the Brake To Vacate function developed by
Airbus [9]). But this is out of the scope of the paper. On the other hand,
the engines are too slow to be used efficiently during the roll-out phase,
with a response time of 6 s. So in practice, they are symmetrically set to
idle, i.e. N1Lc = N1Rc = N1IDLE . Note that the longitudinal motion man-
agement can be easily extended to the take-off phase: the mean braking
pressure PbrkCOMc is simply set to zero and the throttle is set to full thrust,
i.e. N1Lc = N1Rc = N1MAX .

Remark 5. The control architecture has been briefly described in this sec-
tion for the sake of completeness. It could certainly be improved using the
latest advances of the control community, but this is out of the scope of
this study. Some strong industrial constraints indeed make it mandatory to
improve only one component of this architecture at a time, and this paper
focuses on control allocation. This explains for example why faults and dis-
turbances management is not detailed, and why only modal and NDI-based
approaches are considered for the design of the guidance and control laws.
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5 Control Allocation

Mathematically, an allocator solves an underdetermined system of equations,
often subject to additional constraints. It is fed by a vector of virtual inputs
v(t) ∈ Rk (typically a number of forces and moments that equals the number
of degrees of freedom to be controlled), and it delivers the true control inputs
u(t) ∈ Rm to be sent to the actuators, where m > k. In the literature,
effector models are almost always linear in u. Thus given v(t), the allocation
problem reduces to the computation of u(t) such that:

Bu(t) = v(t) (26)

for all t ≥ 0, where B ∈ Rk×m is the control effectiveness matrix of rank
k. Moreover, actuator rate and position constraints are incorporated such
that:

upmin ≤ u(t) ≤ upmax , urmin ≤ u̇(t) ≤ urmax (27)

where inequalities apply component-wise. The allocator being embedded
in a digital system, rate limits are often converted into effective position
limits. The applied limits are then the most restrictive of the position or
the converted rate limits:

u(t) = max {upmin, u(t− T ) + Turmin}
u(t) = min {upmax, u(t− T ) + Turmax}

(28)

where T is the sample time. Therefore, the standard constrained linear
control allocation problem is as follows:

Bu(t) = v(t) such that u(t) ≤ u(t) ≤ u(t) (29)

Problem (29) has an infinite number of solutions when sufficient control
power is available, and a secondary objective can be defined such as mini-
mizing control power. On the contrary, no exact solution exists in case of
control power deficiency, and the selected one usually mininizes the L2 norm
‖Bu− v‖.

5.1 Control Allocation Techniques Review

From an exhaustive control allocation literature review (including but not
limited to [11, 10, 29]), a wide set of methods have been identified. But to
be considered flight worthy, an allocation algorithm must reliably produce
smoothly varying actuator commands, that do not chatter back and forth
from one time step to the next. Furthermore, it should always allow the
actuators to produce the largest possible virtual control, or minimize the
allocation error in some sense in case of control deficiency [30]. Other fac-
tors influencing the choice of some methods over others are determinism,
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required computing power and certification aspects. Consequently, some
techniques have been discarded due to their intrinsic chattering likelihood
or their potential certification issues. For instance, methods based on model
predictive control require that a certain desired trajectory be known during
a future horizon, which is incompatible with the existing generalized con-
trol law, since the pilot yaw rate command profile is not known beforehand.
Moreover, methods based on linear matrix inequalities require a prohibitive
computational time, while those using online training neural networks are
not compatible with the deterministic criteria of the certification authorities.

The most appropriate techniques are summarized in this section, based
on their applicability to the considered on-ground aircraft control problem.
The L2 norm of a vector and the Laplace variable are represented by ‖·‖ and
s respectively. The time t is omitted unless it is necessary for understanding.

5.1.1 Unconstrained Methods

The constraint u ≤ u ≤ u is removed. It means that Bu = v has an in-
finite number of solutions, among which the optimal one in the sense of a
certain criterion is selected. But it is interesting to note that unconstrained
methods may respect actuator position limits to some extent through appro-
priate choices of some weighting matrices. Moreover, in normal operating
conditions, the actuators are seldom saturated in position during ground
maneuvers, which makes these easily implementable techniques interesting
for the considered application.

Weighted pseudo-inverse [11] It consists in solving the following min-
imum 2-norm problem:

arg min
u∈Rm

∥∥∥W−1/2
p u

∥∥∥ s. t. Bu = v (30)

where Wp ∈ Rm×m is a weighting matrix (chosen here as diagonal and com-
posed of the squared position limits of the actuators). It must be empha-
sized that the maximum attainable v is not accessible with such a constant
weighting matrix [31]. Moreover, the actuators do not saturate simultane-
ously. The solution can be calculated analytically as follows:

u = WpB
T (BWpB

T )−1v (31)

Frequency-apportioned control allocation [32] The desired virtual
control v is partitioned into low- and high-frequency components using a
low-pass filter L(s):

vl = L(s)v
vh = [I − L(s)]v

(32)
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A weighted pseudo-inverse is used to allocate both components according to
the actuators position and rate limits:

ul = B†pvl = WpB
T (BWpB

T )−1vl
uh = B†rvh = WrB

T (BWrB
T )−1vh

(33)

where Wp and Wr are weighting matrices (chosen here as diagonal and com-
posed of the squared position and rate limits respectively). The control
vector is then given by:

u = [B†pL(s) +B†r(I − L(s))]v (34)

A key element in this approach is the selection of the low-pass filter time
constant. A method is described in [32].

Linear filter [33] The allocation does not only depend on the current
control distribution, but also on the allocation at the previous time step.
The following problem is solved:

arg min
u∈Rm

∥∥∥W−1/2
p u

∥∥∥2
+
∥∥∥W−1/2

r ∆u
∥∥∥2

s. t. Bu = v
(35)

where ∆u = u(t)− u(t− T ) and Wp,Wr are chosen as above. The solution
is:

u(t) = Fu(t− T ) +Gv(t) (36)

where:
F = (I −GB)W−2W−1

r

G = W−1(BW−1)T ((BW−1)(BW−1)T )−1

W = (W−1
p +W−1

r )1/2

(37)

This method provides a ”soft” means to respect rate limits at the expense
of position limits violation. But for the considered application, there is no
added value compared to the weighted pseudo-inverse since rate limits are
rarely violated. And as with the latter, the maximum attainable v cannot
be reached.

5.1.2 Basic Constrained Methods

Cascaded generalized inverse [34] It is an iterative heuristics based on
the pseudo-inverse method. Position saturated controls are removed from
subsequent pseudo-inverse solutions until either all control effectors saturate
or a solution is found that does not violate actuator constraints.
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Daisy chaining [11] A hierarchy is established between the control ef-
fectors, which are separated into different groups. The control inputs are
computed assuming that only the first group of effectors is used. As soon as
one of them exceeds the position limits, the overflow is sent to the second
group and so on. For the considered application, the first group consists
of the classical actuators, i.e. the NWS system and the rudder, and the
second one consists of differential braking. Allocation within the first group
is done using the pseudo-inverse method of Section 5.1.1. It could be done
with any other technique, but the pseudo-inverse method is used here for
its low computational power requirement. Note that differential braking is
not minimized with this strategy, since it is used as soon as one actuator
of the first group saturates. A way to address this issue could be to send
the overflow of ṙactc to the other actuator of the first group before using the
second group.

5.1.3 Solver-based Methods

Weighted least squares (LS) It consists in solving the following weighted
least squares problem:

arg min
u≤u≤u

∥∥∥W−1/2
p u

∥∥∥2
+ γ ‖Bu− v‖2 (38)

where Wp ∈ Rm×m is a weighting matrix chosen as in (30) and γ is set to a
large value, indicating the priority of error minimization over that of control
minimization. This can be done using the MATLAB quadprog solver, an
active set solver [33], an interior point solver [35] or a fixed-point iteration
algorithm [36].

Sequential least squares [33] It consists in solving the following sequen-
tial least squares problem using an active set solver, where Wp is chosen as
above:

arg min
u∈Ω

∥∥∥W−1/2
p u

∥∥∥ where Ω = arg min
u≤u≤u

‖Bu− v‖ (39)

Minimal least squares [33] A minimal least squares problem (see [37])
formulated in the same way as (39) is solved using a two-stage active set
method. Wp must be diagonal, which is the case here. However, this imple-
mentation does not handle the case of coplanar controls.

Direct allocation The following direct allocation problem is considered
in [31]:

max ρ
ρ≤1

subject to

{
Bu = ρv
upmin ≤ u ≤ u

p
max

(40)
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which consists of finding the best approximation of v satisfying the control
constraints and being colinear to v. It is solved either geometrically in
[31] or reformulated as a linear programming problem and solved using the
simplex method in [38]. The set of admissible control inputs must include
0, which leads to considering the bounds upmin and upmax instead of u and u
as in most other methods. Indeed, unlike u and u, upmin and upmax generally
satisfy upmin < 0 < upmax in practice.

Dynamic allocation [33] It extends regular quadratic programming con-
trol allocation by also penalizing the actuator rates and is formulated as
follows:

arg min
u∈Ω

∥∥∥W−1/2
p u

∥∥∥2
+
∥∥∥W−1/2

r ∆u
∥∥∥2

where Ω = arg min
u≤u≤u

‖Bu− v‖
(41)

Wp and Wr are chosen as above, and ∆u is defined as in (35). Problem (41)
is solved using an active set solver in [33].

Remark 6. Robust control allocation techniques taking into account un-
certainties and actuator faults are proposed in [39, 40]. They are mainly
variations of the aforementioned solver-based techniques. They are not con-
sidered in this study, which does not focus primarily on uncertainties and
faults.

5.1.4 Iterative Methods

Nullspace-based pseudo-inverse [41] The pseudo-inverse is used as a
primal solution, which is then modified using the nullspace of the control
effectiveness matrix. This method handles non-symmetric actuator limits,
hence rate limits (see (28)). Moreover, an appropriate solution is given even
in the presence of singularity and is guaranteed with a predefined computa-
tional burden, which is a non-negligible advantage over linear and quadratic
optimization methods.

Fixed point methods [42] The constrained control allocation problem
is formulated into an equivalent fixed point problem. Two algorithms are
proposed:

• a sequential method, similar to the algorithms given in [36], but which
adopts a different approach for satisfying the convergence criteria,

• a Newton method, where the consideration of the saturation function
leads to a nonsmooth zero finding problem, and which guarantees su-
perlinear convergence.
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Dynamical pseudo-inverse [43] Under the assumption that at least one
solution to the allocation problem under saturation exists, two algorithms
are proposed which provide a suitable symmetric positive weighting matrix
W leading to that solution:

• a linear control allocation algorithm which computes W for the fol-
lowing allocation law linear in W :

u = [I + (I −BT (BBT )−1B)W ]BT (BBT )−1v (42)

• a nonlinear control allocation algorithm which computes W for the
following allocation law nonlinear in W :

u = WBT (BWBT )−1v (43)

W is adjusted only during saturation until values of u are found which satisfy
the constraint u ≤ u ≤ u. However, such an approach does not generally
minimize the total control effort, which is often an important requirement.

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)-based algorithm [44] It consists of solv-
ing several systems of equations to find all the local optimal solutions, and
consequently the global one through a simple comparison between all real-
istic local minima. This algorithm is independent on the selection of initial
conditions, since the considered nonlinear optimization problem is converted
into classical eigenvalue problems.

5.1.5 Update Law-based Methods

Dynamic control allocator [45] It aims at injecting an arbitrary signal
in certain input directions, which does not modify the state response or
the steady-state output response. This arbitrary signal is the output of a
suitable number of integrators, whose states are adjusted online based on
certain gains intuitively chosen to promote or penalize the different actuators
based on their rate or magnitude saturation levels. When implemented on
a digital system, there is a strong limit in the dynamic allocation speed to
ensure stability. Therefore, the initial allocation should not be too far from
the optimal solution, which is already an allocation problem in itself.

5.2 Benchmark

The allocation techniques identified in Section 5.1 are now applied to the
on-ground control problem stated in Section 2. As further detailed in Sec-
tion 5.2.1, the whole lateral ground control architecture of Figure 6 is not
considered for the moment. The objective is indeed to focus on the alloca-
tion algorithms to determine whether they are able to compute quickly and
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reliably some admissible actuator commands, which produce a yaw acceler-
ation ṙact (almost) equal to the reference value ṙactc issued by the yaw rate
controller. The considered benchmark is shown in Figure 7 and is composed
of four blocks described in Sections 5.2.1 to 5.2.4. A thorough comparison
of all allocation techniques is then performed in Sections 5.2.5 and 5.2.6 on
a realistic worst-case scenario.

5.2.1 Scenario

The yaw rate controller described in Section 4 normally computes a virtual
input v = ṙactc corresponding to the commanded yaw acceleration to be
produced by the actuators. For this benchmark, a ṙactc profile recorded
during a real landing with difficult operating conditions is used instead. This
is indeed a convenient way to push the allocation module to the limits for a
better evaluation, and explains why an open-loop benchmark is considered
in this section. More precisely, the commanded yaw acceleration ṙactc issued
by the Scenario block corresponds to a landing with 30 kt of crosswind
turbulence, as well as 20 kt of lateral gust occurring when the aircraft speed
is 100, 60 and 40 kt.

5.2.2 Computation of the Yaw Acceleration

Based on the on-ground aircraft model developed in Section 3, the Yaw
block computes the part ṙact produced by the actuators of the total yaw
acceleration ṙ:

ṙact = ṙδr + ṙNW + ṙbrkMGL
+ ṙbrkMGR

(44)

It depends on various parameters (ground speed, lever arms with respect
to the centre of gravity, runway state. . . ). The rudder and the nose-wheel
contributions are given by:

ṙδr =
qd ScCnδr δr

Izz
(45)

ṙNW =
DxNW
Izz

F̄syNW (46)

where F̄syNW is obtained from (10) as:

F̄syNW
= µ̄ µMAX FzNW

tanh

(
KyNW

θNW
µ̄ µMAX

)
(47)

Remark 7. The yaw acceleration produced by the nose-wheel rolling resis-
tance is negligible compared to that produced by the lateral slip force and is
hence neglected in (46).
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The yaw accelerations produced by the braking systems are:

ṙbrkMGL
= −DyMG

Izz
FsxMGL

ṙbrkMGR
=

DyMG

Izz
FsxMGR

(48)

Finally, the engine throttles are both set to idle and therefore do not appear
here.

5.2.3 Control Allocator

As highlighted in Section 5, the Control Allocation block receives the
virtual control input v = ṙactc and computes the real control inputs u to be
sent to the actuators. In order to minimize the effect of differential braking
on the longitudinal motion, ganging of the left and right braking systems
is considered: δPbrkc = PbrkMGRc

− PbrkMGLc
is computed, and PbrkMGRc

=
0.5δPbrkc and PbrkMGLc

= −0.5δPbrkc are then applied in the Actuators
block, which directly implements the models of Section 3.3. Thus, the
number of outputs of the control allocator reduces to m = 3 and the matrices
of (29) are given by:

u =
[
θNWc δrc δPbrkc

]T
v = ṙactc

B =

[
∂ṙact
∂θNW

∂ṙact
∂δr

1

2

(
∂ṙact

∂PbrkMGR

− ∂ṙact
∂PbrkMGL

)]
=

[
DxNWKyNWFzNW

Izz

ρ Va
2 ScCnδr
2Izz

DyMGNtMGGbrk
IzzRe

]
The saturations and asymptotic limits of the ground reaction forces (47)
and (48) are dropped in the computation of the control effectiveness matrix
B. They are taken into account indirectly by more restrictive actuator
position limits:

upmax = −upmin =
[
LpNWCA

LpδrCA LpbrkCA
]T

(49)

5.2.4 Key Performance Indicators

To be deemed flight worthy, a control allocator should converge in a mini-
mum time (less than the sample time), and in a minimum number of itera-
tions. Most if not all virtual controls should be attained within the capacity
of the actuators, therefore minimizing an equivalent yaw acceleration error.
Lastly, actuators use should be minimized as far as possible. In this context,
the following indicators, taken both from [41] and from Airbus expertise in
world civil aviation, are chosen to assess the performance of the control
allocation techniques.
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• mean and maximum number of iterations,

• mean convergence time over all sampling periods and over the worst
10%,

• integral of squared error :
∫

(ṙactc − ṙact)2 dt,

• normalized consumption:
∫

(|u| � upmax) dt, where � denotes the
Hadamard (i.e. element-wise) division.

Remark 8. The first four indicators are given per sampling period (40 ms
for the considered benchmark). The last two are computed numerically over
several thousand sampling periods.

5.2.5 Benchmark Setup

The allocation methods presented in Section 5.1 are now evaluated on the
benchmark. More precisely, each of them is successively implemented in
the Control Allocation block, all the other blocks remaining unchanged,
and the scenario described in Section 5.2.1 is executed. The MATLAB
implementations of all solver-based algorithms, except the quadprog solver
which is part of the Optimization Toolbox, are available online in the QCAT
Toolbox (http://research.harkegard. se/qcat). They have only been
slightly adapted for the benchmark. All the other algorithms have been
coded from scratch.

The performance indicators described in Section 5.2.4 are shown in Ta-
ble 3. N/A means that the considered indicator is not applicable, i.e. the
corresponding method is not iterative. The convergence time should be in-
terpreted with caution, since it was obtained using the MATLAB tic / toc
functions, which depend on the CPU consumption of background appli-
cations. Nevertheless, it provides a rough estimate of the computational
burden and allows relative comparison between the methods.

5.2.6 Results Analysis

The following conclusions are drawn from the considered benchmark, and
they may therefore not be generalizable.

The convergence time is within the same order of magnitude for all meth-
ods except direct allocation, which is almost 10 times slower. A similar
comparison was reported in [46]. For the weighted LS problem (38), the
active set solver outperforms the MATLAB quadprog solver. Indeed, it uses
the solution from the previous sample as an initial guess to hot start the
algorithm, which yields faster convergence.

Most methods make use of a constant user-defined weighting matrix Wp

to minimize the weighted control vector W
−1/2
p u and to avoid as far as pos-

sible to reach actuator saturations. The frequency-apportioned, the linear
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Method
Mean # of Max # of Mean conv. Mean worst 10% Integral of squared Normalized

iterations iterations time [ms] conv. time [ms] error [×10−3 deg/s3] consumption

Weighted pseudo-inverse [11] N/A N/A 2.77 3.31 1.0389 81.3319

Frequency-apportioned control allocation [32] N/A N/A 2.82 3.36 1.2341 84.9120

Linear filter [33] N/A N/A 3.27 5.10 1.6442 88.5882

Cascaded generalized inverse [34] 1.0 2 2.84 3.41 1.0389 81.3322

Daisy chaining [11] N/A N/A 2.39 5.78 1.3013 75.3898

Weighted LS - quadprog solver 3.4 5 7.75 10.36 1.0562 81.6594

Weighted LS - active set solver [33] 1.0 2 2.92 3.51 1.0389 81.3228

Weighted LS - interior point solver [35] 1.7 2 2.97 3.55 1.7884 108.7635

Weighted LS - fixed-point algorithm [36] 100 100 2.97 3.55 1.8588 110.0601

Sequential LS [33] 2.0 3 3.08 3.68 1.0389 81.3322

Minimal LS [33] 2.0 3 3.00 3.63 1.0389 81.3322

Direct allocation [38] 1.3 2 20.42 26.33 1.6106 107.4062

Dynamic allocation [33] 1.0 2 3.10 3.73 1.0430 81.3329

Nullspace-based pseudo-inverse [41] 1.0 2 3.24 4.01 1.0389 81.3321

Fixed point - sequential method [42] 28.1 47 2.97 3.60 1.0390 81.3316

Fixed point - Newton method [42] 2.0 4 3.04 3.63 1.0389 81.3315

Linear dynamical pseudo-inverse [43] N/A N/A 2.84 3.38 1.5504 104.1167

Nonlinear dynamical pseudo-inverse [43] N/A N/A 2.86 3.40 1.5853 105.7331

KKT-based algorithm [44] 27 27 3.71 5.81 1.0389 81.3321

Dynamic control allocator [45] N/A N/A 3.08 3.80 1.0359 81.8253

Table 3: Benchmark synthetic results

filter and the dynamic allocation methods also use an additional weighting
matrix Wr, which penalizes actuator rates. However, there is no added value
for the considered benchmark, since rate limits are rarely violated.

The fixed-point iteration algorithm [36] converges to the optimal solution
as the number of iterations goes to infinity. Here, the number of iterations
is limited to 100 and therefore, this method presents the highest alloca-
tion error and normalized actuators consumption. The number of iterations
of the KKT-based algorithm is equal to 3m, which corresponds to all the
combinations of the 3 possible states of each of the m actuators (lower or
upper saturated, or not saturated). In contrast, the number of iterations
remains quite low for all other iterative techniques. But interestingly, sev-
eral non-iterative approaches are as good or even better in terms of error
and consumption. They are preferred here, since they make the certifica-
tion process easier. Among them, the weighted pseudo-inverse and the daisy
chaining presented in [11], the linear filter from [33] and the dynamic alloca-
tor described in [45] have the added advantage of being easily implemented.
They can thus be considered as the most relevant approaches in the present
context.

But they suffer from a certain number of drawbacks. First, the maximum
attainable ṙactc is not accessible with a constant weighting matrix Wp [31].
Moreover, the classical actuators (NWS system and rudder) do not saturate
simultaneously when Wp is composed of the squared position limits of the
actuators. Then, the weighted pseudo-inverse and the linear filter techniques
do not consider actuator saturations at all, which could lead to disappointing
results in case of extreme scenarios, and the dynamic allocator requires to
find an initial solution which is close to the optimal one when implemented
on a digital system. Finally, no method allows to minimize brakes use,
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except daisy chaining to a certain extent by placing the braking systems
in the secondary group of actuators. But even then, the classical actuators
do not reach saturation simultaneously and the brakes are activated before
they are all saturated.

Therefore, a new allocation algorithm should be developed to comply with
the control objectives stated in Section 2. In view of the above, the idea is
to build upon the weighted pseudo-inverse, which despite its disadvantages
is very easy to implement and use. On the other hand, comparisons will be
made with the daisy chaining, which among the existing methods is the one
that is best suited to the problem under consideration.

6 Proposed Control Allocation Technique

The Dynamic Weighting Control Allocator (DWCA), summarized in Algo-
rithm 1, is a pseudo-dynamical control allocation technique, which intelli-
gently manages the trade-off between minimizing actuators use and attaining
the maximum virtual control in the 1-dimension case, i.e. v ∈ R. It meets
the specifications of Section 2 and respects various practical requirements,
such as limited computational power and implementation constraints. It
also allows the consideration of actuator dynamics.

Algorithm 1 Proposed control allocation method

Require: B, v, upmin and upmax
Compute uplimi as in (54)
if BU = 0 then

Compute BS as in (53)
if BS = 0 then

Compute wi as in (55)
else

Compute wi as in (56)
end if

else
Compute wi as in (57)

end if
Filter w̄i as in (58)
Compute ui as in (52)
return u

Remark 9. To make the equations simpler, it is assumed in this section
that upmin < 0 < upmax, which is almost always the case in practice. But
Algorithm 1 can be easily extended to any values of upmin and upmax.

The DWCA requires that the m actuators be grouped as ”primary” or
”secondary”. In the nominal mode, actuators from the primary group are
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first used up to their maximum capability. They are used according to
their relative efficiency and reach saturation almost simultaneously, which
is not possible with daisy chaining for example. Only then are the actuators
from the secondary group used. The DWCA also presents an unrestricted
mode activated by the boolean BU , which considers all available actuators
as primary. This mode may be triggered for instance according to the lateral
deviation from the runway centerline, the orientation of the aircraft and the
runway state (e.g. when µ̄ is below a given threshold).

The DWCA is based on the weighted pseudo-inverse approach mentioned
in Section 5.1.1 and requires to solve:

arg min
u∈Rm

1

2
uTW−1u subject to Bu = v (50)

where W ∈ Rm×m = diag(w̄1, . . . , w̄m) is a weighting matrix, B =
[b1 . . . bm] ∈ R1×m and v ∈ R. The general solution is:

u = WBT (BWBT )−1v (51)

The commanded deflection for the ith actuator is then given by:

ui = sat [
upmini

, upmaxi

]
(

biw̄i∑m
j=1 b

2
j w̄j

v

)
(52)

where bi is the efficiency of the ith actuator, and the saturation operator
is defined such that sat[F1, F2](x) = x if F1 ≤ x ≤ F2, sat[F1,F2](x) = F1 if
x < F1 and sat[F1,F2](x) = F2 if x > F2. The originality of the proposed
approach lies in the choice of the w̄i, which depends on the values taken by
the booleans BU and BS .

Consider the first n and the last l actuators, such that n+ l = m, as part
of the primary and secondary groups respectively. While the unrestricted
mode is not activated (BU = 0), the use of the secondary group is triggered
by BS when the virtual command v cannot be realized using exclusively the
primary group:

BS =

{
1 if |v| > ηDWCA vn

0 otherwise
(53)

where vn =
n∑
j=1
|bj |uplimj is the absolute value of the maximum virtual control

in the direction of v that can be generated by the primary actuators. The
efficiency ηDWCA of the control allocator is typically set between 0.9 and 1,
so that the secondary actuators begin to be used slightly before all actuators
from the primary group reach saturation, allowing some kind of “phase
advance”. The effective limit uplimi of each actuator is given by:
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uplimi =

{
upmaxi if bi v ≥ 0

|upmini | otherwise
(54)

In the nominal mode, when the use of the secondary group is not required
(BS = 0), the following weighting parameters are defined:

wi∈{1,...,n}(t) =
(
uplimi

)2
+

(
1

|bi|
− uplimi

)
|ui(t− T )| (55a)

wi∈{n+1,...,m}(t) = 0 (55b)

The weights of the secondary actuators are set to zero in (55b). Those
of the primary actuators are defined as the sum of two terms in (55a): the

control power minimization term
(
uplimi

)2
and the maximum virtual control

reaching term
(

1
|bi| − u

p
limi

)
. The trade-off between these two antagonist

terms depends on the commanded actuator deflection at the previous time

step ui(t− T ). When |ui(t− T )| is small, wi ≈
(
uplimi

)2
and control power

is minimized. But when |ui(t − T )| is close to uplimi , wi ≈
uplimi
|bi| . In this

case, if the filtering effect of (58) is ignored, i.e. w̄i = wi, (52) becomes

ui ≈ sat [
upmini

, upmaxi

]( |v|
vn

sign(bi v)uplimi

)
. Noting that sign(bi v)uplimi is

equal to upmaxi if bi v ≥ 0 and upmini if bi v < 0, this shows that the ratio
|v|/vn between the actual position and the position limit is the same for all
primary actuators. Therefore, the latter reach saturation at the same time
when the virtual control v reaches vn.

When the use of the secondary actuators is deemed necessary (BS = 1),
the following weighting parameters are used:

wi∈{1,...,n}(t) =
uplimi
|bi|

(56a)

wi∈{n+1,...,m}(t) =
uplimi
|bi|

min

(
1,
|v| − ηDWCA vn

vl

)
(56b)

where vl =
m∑

j=n+1
|bj |uplimj is the absolute value of the maximum virtual con-

trol in the direction of v that can be generated by the secondary actuators.
The primary actuators are set to their maximum deflections in (56a), while
the secondary ones are set to the minimum required deflections in (56b),
with bounds equal to their position limits.

In the unrestricted mode (BU = 1), the weighting parameter of each
actuator is given by:

wi∈{1,...,m}(t) =
(
uplimi

)2
+

(
1

|bi|
− uplimi

)
|ui(t− T )| (57)
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In this case, all actuators are used the same way to manage the trade-
off between minimizing control power and attaining the maximum virtual
control.

Before computing the commanded deflections (52), the dynamics of each
actuator is catered for by filtering the corresponding weighting parameter
wi from (55)-(57) through a first order filter of time constant τi equal to
that of the ith actuator:

w̄i(t) =
1

1 + τis
wi(t) (58)

7 Results and Analysis

The effectiveness of the DWCA is assessed through open- and closed-loop
simulations. The method is also thoroughly compared to the most relevant
existing technique identified in Section 5.2.6, namely daisy chaining. In this
study, the primary group is composed of the NWS system and the rudder,
while differential braking forms the secondary group.

7.1 Open-loop Evaluation

The allocation techniques identified in Section 5.1 and the DWCA are first
compared on 3 scenarios corresponding to realistic ṙactc profiles which:

1. can be realized using the conventional actuators only,

2. can be realized using all actuators,

3. cannot be realized with all actuators at their limits.

The used indicators, in decreasing order of importance, are:

• percentage of unrealized virtual control : percentage of time during
which |Bu− v| > ε (10−5 here).

• percentage of differential braking : ratio δP of the normalized consump-
tion of differential braking to the sum of the normalized consumption
of each actuator,

• integral of squared error :
∫

(ṙactc − ṙact)2 dt,

• normalized consumption:
∫

(|u| � upmax) dt.

Virtual control realization and differential braking minimization being
the main objectives, Table 4 confirms that daisy chaining is the most efficient
existing technique, but is outperformed by the DWCA. Indeed, it uses almost
twice as much differential braking, since it starts using brakes although both
conventional actuators are not saturated. Brakes being the fastest actuators,
this also explains why it has a slightly lower error. Therefore, the best open-
loop results are obtained with the DWCA.
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Method
Unrealized Ratio Integral of squared Normalized

control [%] δP [%] error [×10−3 deg/s3] consumption

Weighted pseudo-inverse 7 19 3.1 42.4

Linear filter 7 19 3.1 42.4

Daisy chaining 8 9 1.8 41.1

Dynamic control allocator 37 11 11.5 126.4

DWCA (Section 6) 7 5 2.5 42.2

Table 4: Open-loop synthetic results

7.2 Closed-loop Evaluation - Simulink

The DWCA is now compared to daisy chaining in closed-loop using the
control architecture described in Section 4. In both cases, the aircraft is
initialized at 120 kt on a dry runway with a lateral deviation of 8 m, and
the maneuver is stopped when the ground speed reaches 20 kt. A constant
tail wind of 15 kt and a lateral turbulence reaching a peak of 43 kt are used,
as illustrated in Figure 8. The longitudinal distance XG is arbitrarily set to
zero at the beginning of the simulations. The unrestricted mode is not acti-
vated, so as to show the efficiency of the DWCA in reducing the use of the
brakes. It can be seen in Figure 9 that both control allocators maintain the
aircraft on the runway with a negligible trajectory difference. Moreover, the
lateral load factor Ny represented in Figure 10 remains under 0.1g, which is
an acceptable level of comfort given the fairly strong crosswind. In contrast,
when the unrestricted mode is activated, the aircraft reaches the runway
centerline faster with the DWCA than with daisy chaining with a compa-
rable use of the brakes (plots are omitted here due to space constraints).

The commanded and the realized virtual controls for the DWCA are
shown in Figure 11. The realized one lags behind the commanded one due
to the actuator dynamics. It can also be noticed that the command cannot
be realized at 25s and 36s since all 3 actuators are saturated (30 deg for the
rudder, 30 bars for the brakes and 6 deg for the nose-wheel, see Figure 12b).
With daisy chaining, a similar trend is observed where the virtual control
cannot be realized at the same moments as with the DWCA. It is very im-
portant to note that daisy chaining uses more differential braking, especially
when the NWS has not reached saturation, as can be seen by comparing Fig-
ures 12a and 12b. Globally, daisy chaining does not minimize the use of the
brakes, which results in 14% more differential braking than with the DWCA.
Thus, the DWCA is more relevant on the considered scenario.
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7.3 Closed-loop Evaluation - High-fidelity Airbus Simulator

The DWCA is now implemented in the high-fidelity long-range Airbus simu-
lator with the control architecture of Section 4. The lateral deviation being
strongly dependent on the lateral wind and the runway state, the latter are
varied significantly in the following validation tests.

7.3.1 Comparison with an Airbus reference control allocator

The DWCA is first compared to a reference Airbus control allocator, which is
not detailed here since it contains proprietary data. Two classical validation
tests are performed:

T1: gaussian crosswind on dry and wet runways,

T2: crosswind of 30 kt with gust on dry and wet runways.

during which the allocators and the control laws always assume that the
runway is dry. For each test, the same 2000 simulations are performed
for both allocators. They allow to cover as much as possible the entire
operational domain:

• mass varying between light and heavy aircraft,

• center of gravity location varying between max aft and max forward
values,

• different slats and flaps configuration,

• varying lateral deviation at touchdown,

• different deceleration rates.

Results are shown in Table 5, where Norm. mean 50 w.c. corresponds
to the normalized mean lateral deviation for the 50 worst cases (its value is
always equal to 1 for the reference allocator). The test T1 is the less demand-
ing one and the reference allocation already performs well, which explains
why the lateral deviation cannot be improved by the DWCA. Nevertheless,
the normalized consumption is much lower with the latter algorithm, with
a reduction of 27%. By contrast, the improvement is noticeable for the test
T2. The mean lateral deviation is reduced by almost 15% and the lateral
excursion is less dispersed with the DWCA. Moreover, the lateral deviation
is decreased by 27% for the 50 worst cases, and the actuators use by 34%,
positively influencing actuator sizing and lifespan. Results are thus strongly
in favor of the DWCA.
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Test Reference allocator DWCA

T1

Lateral deviation

Mean value [m] 2.20 2.25

Standard deviation [m] 1.03 1.05

Norm. mean 50 w.c. 1 0.99

Actuators consumption (see Section 7.1)

Normalized 1 0.73

T2

Lateral deviation

Mean value [m] 6.23 5.27

Standard deviation [m] 3.05 2.16

Norm. mean 50 w.c. 1 0.73

Actuators consumption (see Section 7.1)

Normalized 1 0.66

Table 5: Summary of T1-2 results

7.3.2 Evaluation on contaminated runways and robustness

The DWCA is now evaluated on contaminated runways with 2000 simu-
lations for each runway state and the same varying conditions as in Sec-
tion 7.3.1. The following test is performed:

T3: crosswind with gust of consistent magnitude with the runway state on
flooded, snowy, slushed and icy runways.

during which it is assumed that the control tower communicates the real
runway state to the allocator and the control laws. Then, a robustness
analysis is performed whereby the allocator and the control laws assume
that the runway is dry while it is wet and vice-versa. This case can easily be
encountered when the runway state evolves after the information is sent by
the control tower. This leads to the following tests (2000 simulations each):

T4: crosswind of 30 kt with gust on dry runway while the control laws
assumes a wet runway,

T5: crosswind of 30 kt with gust on wet runway while the control laws
assumes a dry runway.

As can be seen in Table 6, the results of T3 are comparable to the results
obtained with the DWCA in T2 and more favorable than those obtained
with the reference allocator. This shows that the DWCA performs well
whatever the runway state. T4 and T5 then show that a wrong runway
state information has a very moderate effect on the DWCA performance,
since the mean lateral deviation is only 2.2% larger than when the real
runway state is known. A justification for this is that a confusion between
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Test DWCA
% variation w.r.t.

real runway state

T3
Mean value [m] 5.06 N/A

Standard deviation [m] 2.45 N/A

T4

Mean value [m] 5.02 -0.9%

Standard deviation [m] 2.11 +0.5%

Norm. mean 50 w.c. 1 1

T5

Mean value [m] 5.77 +2.2%

Standard deviation [m] 2.59 +1.4%

Norm. mean 50 w.c. 1 1.02

Table 6: Lateral deviation for T3-5

dry and wet induces a maximum error of 10% on the reduced cornering
gains Kyk according to (11), which is covered by the robustness margin of
the control laws. Results would probably be worst in case of a larger runway
state estimation error. But this is unlikely to happen, since the information
communicated by the control tower is only slightly erroneous in practice.

8 Conclusion

An accurate on-ground aircraft model of tractable complexity is first pro-
posed in this paper to address various control issues such as runway cen-
terline tracking. It bridges the gap between high-fidelity but complicated
models intended for simulation and over-simplified ones. Precise descrip-
tions of the tire-ground interactions, of the dependences to the vertical load
and the runway state, and of all available actuators, are notably provided.
A complete set of numerical values representative of a commercial aircraft
is included, as well as design objectives, so as to provide the control com-
munity with a challenging benchmark. A thorough comparison of the most
relevant existing control allocation techniques is then presented on a realis-
tic worst-case landing scenario. Based on these results, a novel and easily
implementable allocation technique is finally introduced to solve the alloca-
tion problem raised by the yaw control of an on-ground aircraft. It ensures
the safety of the aircraft while minimizing the use of the brakes, which is
a strong industrial requirement. It also manages the compromise between
virtual control realization and control power minimization. The conven-
tional actuators come to saturation almost simultaneously, which increases
the fault recovery capability, and actuator dynamics are taken into account.
Finally, it meets the aircraft manufacturer and the certification authori-
ties requirements. The open- and closed-loop simulations performed on the
proposed on-ground aircraft model show the effectiveness of the method in
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comparison with several other allocation strategies, especially daisy chain-
ing. Moreover, statistical results on a high-fidelity Airbus simulator reveal
that the lateral deviation and the actuators use are significantly reduced in
difficult situations such as strong crosswind compared to an Airbus reference
control allocator. It is worth pointing out that the scope of application is
broader than that presented in this paper, and the proposed algorithm is
applicable to any axis of the general vehicle control problem (aerial, space,
automotive, submarine. . . ). Future work will notably be dedicated to the
better estimation of the ground effectors efficiency with the development of
a runway state estimator. Finally, flight tests on a real aircraft are scheduled
in the short term.
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Figure 13: Maneuver 1 – rudder pedal order at high speed
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B Time responses for maneuver 3
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Figure 14: Maneuver 3 – handwheel order at low speed
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Figure 5: Maneuver 2 – differential braking order at medium speed
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Figure 8: Ground speed VGND and wind profiles
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Figure 12: Actuator deflections
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